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A program is described inwhich systematic'desensitization, rhetori-
therapy, and selected instructional strategies were combined to provide high
communication apprehensive students with foundatiOnal confidence, skills, t 1 a

and princlples in communication.
. -
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for high communication apprehensive students alternative instruction was superior

regularegular classroom instruction.
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A Skills Development and Apprehension. Reduction Program

for Communication Apprehensive/Reticent Students:

An Alternative' to Basic Course Instruction
r.

The fact has been firmly established that approximately 20% of the

3

college students in the U.S, have 114gh communication apprehensi n,
1
and that these

. . ,

students are at a disadvantage in academia,
2

in their future jobs,
3
and in their

.. .

../.

interaction with others.
4

us,taken together the evidence points to an exten-

sive and serious probleM--onethat should be, and'is, the concern of communi-

catiorieducatdrs.

It is the negative effects of communication apprehension which behoove

.

educators ;to seek out appropriate counteractive instruction for the comMunica-

:

tion apprehensives to counter thoseeffects. two general approaches are avail-

able: 1) develop.skills:sa that ivy resident anxiety does not lead'to negative

bebavioff 2) reduce the'apprehension so that the students can engage in norma l

behavior of at least learn behavior as do nonapprehensive students. Indeed;

the merits of both approaches .been well argued in'the speech COmmuni at on

discipline, but effective vvgrams'utilizing both Approaches are not well known.
'

This paper briefly identifies methods used, within each approach and'describes

a program in Which tht two approaches are combined f successful results.,
0 . '""

, . ,.,

Within the skills development approach the' most
.

common.counrer measure to
%..

high communication apprehension is regular classroom instruction in public
,

. .eyi...
.

. ,

.

.:04.w
speaking. That instruction ; however, has hot been shol.h*W effectively reduce

communication apprehension for thoseyith high communication apprehension nor to

effectively develop the skills of those with high communication apprehension.

Although the level of communin apprehension has been shown go drop for a

public speakihg class,
5
evidence exists which indicates that for approximately

25% of the students communication apprehension is increased.
6

Such eviden c e is
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4P
collaborated by theiteported observations of several communication scholars

thatfr many high communication Apprehensives public speaking courses in-

crease communication apprehension.,7
'

Some evidence shows that skills training in public speaking does reduce
8

\ speech anxiety. That evidence however, does not seem applicable to regular
...

classroomCinstruction since it is based upon results from groups which were

treated quite unlike regular students: the students were homogeneously grouped'
A

such,that all had high speech anxiety, and the subjects were given special atten-'

tion, a condition not available in regular classrooms. Furthermore,.the studies

only address speech anxiety, one state of communication apprehension, and there- *

fore, one must be reluctant to generalize thd results to a reduction in communi-

cation apprehension,, especially since Weissberg and-Lamb found that public

speaking training did not reduce general anxiety.9 The conviction that regular

public speaking instruction is not sufficient for'those with high communication

apprehension has given rise to'a number of alternative methods within each of

the two approaches. .
....

Within the approach of reducing anxiety* a popular method of reducing
4

communication apprehension'hAs been systematic desensitization. According to
$

self-reports
10

and-behavioral observations
11
-systematic desensitization has

en ,shown to be effective in reducing tommunication. apprehension in most cases
4

of state and trait communication apprehension. %

Recently cognitive restructuring .as been arg4d*tO be..a superionalter-

native to systematic desensitization, 12 some evidence shows that it indeeehas

merit when applied to speech anxietY,'one state of coffimunIcation apprehension. 13

..
-.

Cognitive restructuring combined with systematic,deseriaitization is alio a suc-
. .

.

14 4
..-J

cessful method of reducing speech anxiety. Studies have not beeoks.reportecttO

I
) establish that these most recent methods are superior to systematic desensieization



for reducing trait communication apprehtion.
.

Within the approach of developing communication skills
\
so that anxiety, .°

- . , g,
\

,
. if remaining, does not lead td negative behavior, the most popular method is

. -

thathnown variously as rhetoritherapy, goal analysis, and realitytherapy.
/

By design this, method does not focus only on high communication apprehension,

as the cause of communiaatfon deficiency, although'anxiety
is regarded as inte-

r/
-..gral to reticent behavior. 15 The assumpt '\on underlying rhetoritherapy is that

anxiety is incidental to Ow main problem of insuffitent, skills which are likely

thg indirect cau e of anxiety in the first place; thus, rhetoritherapy attempts
/

-
,

.

to develop Appropriate behavior irrespective of-whatever anxiety is present.16
.

f ,

Positive, appropriate-behavior.is developed through a goal setting procedure

in which the students learn to establish accomplishable goals, ascertaiA behavior.

indicative of goal achieVement, dOelop appropriate plans of.actions, and carry

out the plans foY goal fulfillment. 17

- -%
§tudent.self-reports and subjective instructor observations repeal that

. -

rhetoritherapy is successful in altering behavior and thereby reducing thy'
.. .

c'........i

likelihood of experiencing the negative results of communication apprehension. 18
1

However, the amount of communication apprehension reduction is not known. Studies
,

whith have teSted skills'training.in specifj.c matters of dating and group dis--
-19

1

.
.

.

cussion
20

show a seduction in performance anxiety. -In addition, the.above melt-
.

tioned studies on reduction of speech anxiety.fiy skills training suggest that

skills training can lead to anxiety reduction.

To summarize'the'literature;'both approaches to counteracting communication

apprehension have merit. Although different in strategies, the two approaches.,
,

. e.

may be combined to yield a balanced program. /a other words, some students may
.

indeed have resident skills although communication anxiety pteempts their mani-I.,
' , .

.
. . , C

festation,and some students may indeed have communication ankiety'because they

t



do not possess skills, and some students may have both insufficient skills

and communication anxiety independent of the lack of skills. In an effort to

4

maximize the possibility of counterhcting the negative effects of high communi-

cation apprehension ofreticence,.both approaches may well be combined. Such
,d .

a conclusion is supported by sbme. researchers' observation that a combination

of a variety of successful metnodsshould be employed for the variety of

student's needing help.
21

The temainder of this Aper d cribes a program in which the two general

approaches were combined. Employed in' the program were systematic desdnsitiza-

tion, rhetoritherapy, and selected w44.ch made the program

a' viable communication course for reticent /high communication apprehensive students..
i

/
...

/he Program

In actuality, the program was.gn alternative course in communication.

The students wdrked directly on resolving apprehension,, developing skills,'and

principles
. ,

learning principres withiii the . three areas of interpersonal communication, group
/

.

communication, and public speaking. The three areas were each emphasized since-

. i
credit fol, Mastering the alternative course was to be awarded in any oneof ON

! ..

uniyersity, sthreeintroductorycOursetrepresenting-each of the surveyedareas: ,

- -.

,..

Although the special' section did not REKe the depth ot instruction in any one
, 1.

. area as did the respective introductory course, we and the university recognized
.

'that the specialized instruction Auld be as meaningful to reticent students as

..

1-, .. LI

would regular-ingtructIon to nOnret cent students. 'Since we sought to introduce
'

fundamental theory and to develop foundational, skills in:each areg,we called

the alternative instruction Foundations in Human Communication.

CourSe design and struc ure\,

.

.The, course. was tea taught by two instructors in order to utilize the
I 41.

expertise that one6had obtained,aS an intern in retoritherapy and ori;--1.11a"
.

4 'I

.

OM*

4
\.
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obtained as an intern in systematic desensitization. The instructors met

weekly to evaluate the ,previous class meeting, plan the next meeting, and
/

.-disqussthe progress of the students.

In order to.fit the schedules of the majority of students, the class

met in the evening from 7:00 ta '10:00 once a week. Usually thipirst hour of

the class was devoted to theoretical material and everyone met in the same room.

For the second hour the class was split into two groups. One group received

systematic desensitization,while the other gfoup engaged in a classroom activity

related to the theory previously discussed. Dufing the third hour of the class

'the-two groups were reversed.

Screening

n order to identify reticent students or those, with high communication

apprehension,',two screening methods were employed during the first lecture hours.
.

,of the three introductory spegch communication courses. These two. methods are

commonly employed in systematic desensitization And rhepritherapy programs

around the country.

.
.

.
.

The Personal Report of CommunicationApprehension (PRCA)22 was administered
t ,-

and students with a score of 88 or above, the triteriowfor hrgh communication

w
,

.
.

.ap prehension, were contacted to attend an interview. Students were also given

a list of six descriptors of reticent bgba

experienced some or'all of these symptoms

at 'specified times.

Through the personal inte iews the, students were guidedo a realistic

assessment of their communication needs, and they were oriented to the goals

viors, and those who felt that they

were asked to come, for an interview

,

,-- .

and procedurdS of the. program. The decieionieo enter the program was left up.
i , ,- &-. .

.

to the student. Ten students enrolled in the class.
.

tf;..

sal

'42
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Rhetoritherapy

.The skills instruction was 'patterned after and included many of the

same procedures.as the OptionD program, directed by Dr. Gerald Phillips,-at

the Pennsylvania State Univeisity.' For a complete description of this pro-.

gram, the proceedings paper by Del:icier, Corey, and Metzger from the 1976 Speech

Communication Association convention may be contulted.
23

At both the beginning and the end of the course, students were required ,

4

to write a paper describing what communication strengths and weaknesses they

had and how they would like to differently. Each st44ent brought

. .

the first paper to an individual conference with one of the instructpr, At
,

this conference the instructor used the paper to help the4student decide on his

her first communication goal. The paper at the end of the quarter enabled

4

the student and the instructors to assess his or her progress. .In the first
, .

1 .

two 'weeks of the course the proceSs of goal preparation was taught using Robeyt
. . '

Mager'vbook, Goal AnAysis.
4-

Receiving particular attention was the difference
.

between desireable and "doable" goals. Desireable goals are vague statements

of an intended state; as is, "to become a good communicator." Doablegoals

are statements of intended observable behayAors, as is, '!to stand in front of

\)
the class and give a public speech for five minutes." WitlJ doable goals

students are directed to specific preparatory activities, and they are able to

measure their progress. With only a desirable goil reticent students'have a

propensity to-disavow progress.;

4
s

Students were required to set, accomplish,and report on at least three ,

,%communication goals. The goals 11 wed a gradual pwgiession which started

,with an, interpersonal communication goal such as striking up a conversation with

a stranger at a party and which culminated with a public speech.tO the class;
. .

hence, the goals became succeedingly more difficult: For the most part. students
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made their own 'decisions about what goals to assume. This allowed the

.students to personalize the course and its content.

Systematic desensitization.

Systematic desensitization was administered.- according to the detailed
ti

guidelines set forth in an article by Dr. James C. McCroskey.
25

The rationale

for systematic desensitiiation was presented

,

sensitization session. 'McCroskey4s stand

Pkior to the first systematic de-

eoltege hierarchy was utilized in

all eight fifty-minbte_sessions of systematic desensitization. After about

three sessions,rit'became apparent that some students were moving up of

hierarchy more slowly than others. We, therefore, divided the class.into a

slow and a ast.group. ThiS meagure particularily facilitated the apprehension

1

reduction of students whose conperns Were focused on the upper end of the
1

hierarchy which referenced public speaking,activipies.' Occasionally students

indicated a suspicion that systfptic desensitization may not be valuable for

them., When such occurred,.the rationale for systematic desensitization Was

. again presented.

\s- *

Theory instruction '4e

Fundamental co mmunication theory in the areas.of intrapersonal communi=

cation, interpersonal communication; group communication, and public speaking

was presented \through a survey textbook and classroom lectures. Although several

textbooks could have been selected; CommurL1i7 by Larry Barker was empNyed. 26

To accent the theory, classroom activities such as the Johari Window exercise,

. .

group problem-solving exercises, job interview role plays, and idpromptu

speeches were conducted:
I `

Exercises were selected and' implemented with the neids of the students in

mind. For example, we chose a problem-solving exercise whidh required partici-

pationpation from all..group members iiabers in order to derive the correct answer. For,the

9

I
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J
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8

job interviews Ewo,,outsiders who had different' interviewing styles interviewed

.

students in separate classrooms before approximetely one-half of the students.
. f,.

'

Thus, by alternating the'group of observers, each student observed 'both styled

400411

r

.1-
as well as e ed one style in his Intervie

Puring the impromptu 'speaking exercise, students received feedback on
.

.

their first speech and then attempted to incorporate this feedback ilia second

speech. This process of feedback and rehearsal was occassionally used in dndi-,

viduai conferences with students before they implemented their goals. The

students were able to practice their speeches, for example, in front of the in-

.structor before, they gave the speech in class. One other valuable exercise was

a group shasriqg session on the perflprmance of the first goal. By reporting

on their'indiv_idual difficulties and aachievement'S, students were able to not

only'experience self-Aisc/osure but also to'see that their concerns were not
*

necessarily unique to them. Above all, this exercise provided eacholember,with

group encturagement.

Grading

The grades awarded in the class were primarily awarded gn a contract

basis. Contract grading is viable in light of previous research which indicates

that students have a greater decrease in speech anxiety if they are not subjected

to pressures of grading.
27

Furthermore, the contract grading system is consis-

tent with the philosophy that. students make voluntary, individual commitments to

enter the course and to improve on their communication.

Students were guaranteed a "CP:in the course
t
if they averaged "C" or better

on the quiz on goal analysis and a test on communication theory, successfully

completed three goals oftwhich one/was a public speech, completed both self-

assessment papers, and attended regularly. A "B" "A" iii the course re-

quired more goals, higher grades on the tests, and near perfect atendande.
- ,



Program, Evaluation
o

9

To determine the 'degree of effectivIkess of the, special instruction,

four data bases were tapped: dommunication,apprehension levels as shown by

the PRCA, instructor' observations of behavior, student evaluations of the course

4 and instructors, 'levels of'Rerceived anxieties and skills. .The latter-data

base resulted from a questionnaire which was a self-report of anxiety perceptions

of communication anxiety and skill lgvels 'before-the course and after the course..
-

,.-

a% /
.The 'areas'addressed in this questionnaire were cial conversation:gioup dis-

. .
-

cussicin,,conversat

ir

n with authority figures, and public speaking (see Exhibit A).

,To determine` if the special instrection was more beneficial than regular 'instruc-
L -,,.

,.tion, the data from. thespecial class were compared with that from a control,group.
_

ci`,-----
.

The control group, like the speciarclass, wasdrawn from.fundamentals classes

. in speech communication,'.and the same/screening procedure was .employed. Con:

sEituting the control group were fourteen students,who attended their regular

classes as they normalbrwRuld.

Levels of communication apprehension
4

With respect to. differences between pre- and post-PRCA scores, the

.

,special class'had a diffgrence Mean of 18.29 and a resultant t value of 3.18
. .

.-°which was_significapt at p.<.025 level. With a diffdrence mean of 6.85 and a

t valueof 1.65, the control group's apprehension Change was not Significant

(p
4

= .126). Although the difference between the groups' Aifference means was

as high as 11.44

(t = 1:62,. p = 1.

individual change

(score range.Fas 0 - 125), it only approache1 significance

Ns

23). The low t value was undoubtedly due to extreme variance:

scores were as much as' 22 points higher or 33 pointg lower

than the mean.chane scare:"

tThus, a t best, the results'show that the special class significantiy.de-

creasedvin communication apprehension while the control gioup.did not and that
'

_fr

C

A 11
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,

the improvement of the special class approached Significance 075 compared

-1d

to that of the.d6ntrol group.

ti

Instructor observation t

As instructors of the special class we continually obsertred the baViors
, .

L
. and behavioral statements of the students. We noted dramatic increases in .

/

, .

.
.

. .

amounts of nonverbal expression, social interaction, class discussion, and
.

,.
.

_ positive (versus negativ0 statements of communication encounters.. Especially"
..,

o

o
interesting was the way the students personalize their learning. 'Rather than

merely acknowledging an understanding of communication, a student would
,'y rc

express
.

his/her learnint in terms of what he/she could not; do. For example, instead
4

of saying, "I have learned how people communicate with others," they woul4 s

"I can now open up conservations." In general we

piogress varied among the students, all exhibited

anxiety and devdlopment'of communication skills.

.
UnfOrtunately, due to complicatinfts, in proCedures,and cooperation, dbser7

concluded, that although,
fL

a aidpifidant reduction of

. .

vation. da.ta for the control group is negligable; nonetheless, three general

themes were evident: 1)"the reticent students participated little in dis-
...

'cusSions, 2) the reticent students demonstrated high anxiety in public cammuni-.
. .

cation situations, and 3) the",retiCent students progreSsed only moderately

in their abilities to communicate effectively.

Incomplete
^

as the control data,is, we Call only,coriclude that,the special

instruction helped, students improve in theircommunicati n.and that it is

doubtful that similar improvement results from regular classroom instruction;

-Levels of perceived anxieties and abilities

At the conclusion ofthe
v

quarter each groupiresponded.to questionnaires .
.

.
... - .

which asked the students ro assess levels of communicatioe.n anxieties and skills
.

. . .

they per5eived they ha&both before and after completing the course. ..Calcula=.
i ..

. . .

i

tions of t values for the special class revealed that all eight of the differenFes

.12
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between before and after assessments were significant at the p (.01 level.

In other words, in the areas of group disCussion, speaking with persons of

higher status, striking up acquaintances and building friendships, and making

oral reports; the students in the special clats perceived lar- ge positive changes

in both their anxieties and their'abilitles. For the control group, only four

of the eight paired comparisons were significant at the p <.01 level, although

six were significant at the p<.05 level. Not significant were the subjects'

perceptions of the extent their abilities had changed in the two areas of

speaking with persons of higher status and of striking up acquaintances and

.t1

Wilding friendships.

For each group cumulative change scores were calcUlated and compared. he

resultant t of 2.42, significant at the p<.025 level, revealed that the special

instruction led'to a higher perception of progress than did regular instruction.

Course'and instructor evaluations

Except for Tatters dealing with the textbook, the special class' mean

ratings for all areas indexed by the course and instructor evaluation were

2.0 or lower! Translated according to the.questionnaire's descriptors, these

ratings indicate that the instruction

.."

n each area was from "above average"

to "excellent." The two means pertaining tothe textbook fell between "average"
. ,

and "above average."

Compared to the control group's mean ratings for aj.aas indexed,

the speciaPclass' mean stings were more positive (lower). A t-test on the

composite mean ratings indicated that the.special clAs had a significantly

more positive (lower), assessment of the instruction than did the control group

(t = 1.79, pX.05).' *

Related to tht ;course and instructor evaluations were three addendum

items which were completed by those in the special class. The first item set

O

13.

ss
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concerned the extent which thespeciA foundations course was adtually a

. ..threatening experience in comparison'with the extent which the students pre-
,

viously thought a communication course would-be threatening. No significant

difference was found. The second item concerned the extent to which the

a'students thought the spedial section should be available to other students

with high communication anxiety. On a scale ranging from "1" as "very-large

extent" and "5" as "very little extent,' the mean,was 1.60. The finaltitem

concerned the extent which each student thought the course' had benefited him/her.

On a similar scale as the above item, the mean rating was 1.70.

Discussion

The progress attained by the students cannot be attributed specifically
o

to systematic desensitization, rhetoritherapy, or other aspects of the special

instruction. No doubt, the approa,ches collaborated in making the students com-

fortable and-capable in communivtion. Inkny case, the argument Ayer causes

should not deny the tffects of the instruction. They are a decrease in communi-

cation apprehension, an inerVabe in communication skil4s, and a significant.

positive perdeption4of progress.

For the reticent student the perception of improved abilities may be as

important as the ability itself. Indeed, many-reticent students appear capable

of the variety of communication acts which they fear, but they are convinced

that they are not capable. Thus,an important outcome of the special inst;uction

6

is the students' significantly bettei perception of their progress than that

attained by reticent students in the regular classroom.

Althaugh not as effective as special instruction, regular instruction will

yield,some perceived progress. Unfortunately, not all reticent gtudentswill,

ftor earl, endure the pain in order to experience the benefit. Even than students

stayed in regular communication classes,we could not, based on the-results of

14 9
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this study, expectithem to experience either the breadth or the depth of

perceived Improvement as they would with special instruction.

The 'special class' comparativelbetter perception of progiess very

likely contributed to its comparatively higher evaluation of the.course and

the instructors.. Although a number of factors may have influencedIthe assess-

ment, we think that the pfimary reason thathe evaluation is ppsitive is that

. the students regarded the instruction as appropriate for them. In tfty case,

in the-view of the students, the combination of approaches which we employed was0

.

of high quality, and the special instruction was moresarisfactory than regular

ClaSSioem instruction.

Forthe reticent students, better instruction does not mean. legs threatening

instrubtiom. The special class regarded the course as a more threatening ex-

perience thanwhat they had perceived a communication 6burse would the. Several

factors appear'to have led to greater threat. First, the special class was

small in size; consequently, the students could not as easily withdraw from class

discussion as they normally would. Secondly, because two instructors were

present in the small cla4s, the students*expeAenced'more instructor contact

. -

than they'usualiy experience. Third, Class discussiori and group exercises were

commonplace activities that could not be avoided by the reticent students. Fourth,

the special class was structured so that students moved to progressively more

challenging communication acts; thus, they were=not allowed to experience anxiety

Once and then relax.

N.\\ Perhaps the most remarkable finding of this project is that inspite of the

threat experienced in the.special class, the students thought the class usefdl,

and they highly recommended it for continuance. Apparently the students re-
1,

Cognized value in engaging in the anxiety producing communication acts, and

they 'found that the anxiety costs were offset by suitable developmental benefits.

15



Although the teaching strategies weieinstrumentalLin producing posi-

tive results, some other factors associated'with the special class merit men-
.

tion.
0

First, a student's consideration of the session was likely an admission

of a problem. By openly admitting the problem the student could deal with it

4

directly. Second, a student's voluntary enjoinment to the section probably be-

came a psychological commitment to work on the problem. Third, participation

with ally ptudents who had thetame problem likely became therapeutic in that a

student could feel that the others understood him/her. Important to note is

the Lett that evert these incidental contributions, to success are not normally

available inregular classroom instruction.

Alternatives to the Program

Although our method of instruction was successful, we recognize sev,pral

things that could be done for improvement. With a class of more than ten

students, it would bedifficult to conduct classroom activities arid, still in-

clude an hour for system atic desensitiz'ation. Systematic desensitization could

be offered as an out-of-taass, required activity. .Two reasonable scheduled ses-

sions each week would, accommodate the students.

To assist with systematic desensitization and classroom exercises, an in-

S'Eflactor shoUld have an assistant. .0ne option is to acquire a capable speech

communication major. Another 1,s -to use a student who has previously gone

through the program. The usefulness of the'latter option has been noted in a

$

previous koj c
28

Because reticent students typically expe?ience more apprehension in

public speaking than in other communication activities? the systematic desen-

sitization perhaps should be completed before the public speeches are given.

Eight sessions of systematic desensitization normally yield a significant re-
1.

duction of communication apprehension; 29 therefore, that part of the course can

. 16
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usually becompleted bepfore two-thirds of the course is over.'

The hierarchy of communication situations-used in systematic desensi-
.

tizaffoti4may be determined by the class. Apprehension producing stimuli' could ,

be set fortil and then rank"ordered.
k

If time allowed and if the instructor obtained adequate truing, cognitive

restructuring could be included in the clase-activities. Class sclissions

could emphasize 1) how communication anxiety is often caused by illogical, self-

defeating, and anxiety arousing thoughts; 2) how negative self-statements are

identified; and 3) how coping statements are constructed and employed. The

students could incorporate coping statements into their preparation fo each

communication goal. Coping statements could be listed on the preparation sheet

and practiced as part of the respective preparatory activities. kthorough

explanation,of cognitive restructuring procedures has been reported by Fremouw

and Scott.
30 N'

Conclusion

The strength of the combination appioach appears to be that it addresses

the students' problems whether they are in apprehension, deficient skills, or

both. Because theoretical instruction ci be offered in conjunction with the

corrective measures, the entire program constitutes viable communication in-
.

struction.

2 ,
One objection to some corrective programs is that insufficient money and

time are available. The alternative instructional approach bypasses thest ob-
//

jections because it does not require additional staff. In a'multiple section

course,one already existing section may be designated as the alternate section.

In other words, students with communication concerns resulting from high com-

munication apprehension could be reassigned.to a common section.

17,
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1

With severe communication apprehension and without communication

..
skills students are disadvantaged in academic classrooms, in social ihterac-

fion, and in vocational choices. 'Thus, -their education is'incomplete without

learning to successfully communicate'. Although regular instruction may help,

it does not yield the positive results of specially designed instruction. The.

special instruction involving both systematic.desensitUation, apd rhetori-
,

therapy is the very kind of education that the reticent students need.

A

1

Nt,
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. PERCEPTIONS' Cit'''giIi.LS QUESIIONNA#E

.°
;21sections: Before beginning to respond7tp the questionnaire, record -

y ur social security number. in the spaces provided on the mark sense .

. fo
>141

foin. Noother informatkohyLeeds'to be supplied at the top of the
m rk sense form:- To respond to the questiRns,-indic'ate-by marking the0. \space %Mich corresponds -to' the extent whiph 'fits your perception:

--- ....._. . .
'

, ,

.

, *
)(-

.r, ,

%

1. To what extent did you feeiNdomfortable
. and confident .in participating in,group

discussions before taking this course?
0-

2. lb what extent do you now feel comfortable'
and'confident in-participating in group

0 k discussions? e a e'ft.
6'° I3. To what extent do you 'think ydu had -the'

ability to .participate in group°dis-
cussions before taking thil cours.q,7 .

,,
i 4. To what extent do you now hate the ,

ability to pakicipate in group-dis-
' .cussions? - . e

5. To Chat extent did you fe21 comfortable
and confident' in speaking' with persons
of higher status (e.g., prOOssorsT 7
bosses policemen) 'beforestaking- this
course? . .

, --
, . .

6. . To .what extent d you think °that you now
feel. comfortable and'coefident-in,speak-

.-ing with°persons.oithigher.status.
%. . , .

that "To what extent do cpu think-a'you
had'the abilities to speak with per-
.9901e.Nif*higher status before taking- '4

this covve?
),

.8: lb what extent do you noy-have,lhe 1.

. abilities to speak with persons of
- higher status? . . . >

9. To what extent did you feel.coimfor
table and confident in striking up
Acquaintances and building friends ips 4.

. ,befdre taking this course,? ,

O. To'what extent do you now feel comfor-
/. 'table and confident in striking up,

acquaiiitances and building friend §hipsI

Very .

large ,.
extent - - '

.

1 3-

1 '2 3

".1 1 2
*-

.711 -2** 3 4

C-

Very.

little
extent

.)4 r
.

4 5
° I

. 5

4 5

4 5

1 2 4

.1 2 5

2 4` 5

Ll. To,what,extent do you think you had the 1 2 3 4 5abilities td,gtrike up acquaintances
and build frikendshii)s.before taking:this' 0:7course ? ,

; ATo what extent do you now hatethe abili- ,- ° 1 2 3 4 5ties to strike up acquaint4neRc.aDd build '.

. friendshipq? t; -
. 7

, .

,
,



,

,

,

13. To. what':&xtent 4d. you feel corifortatle
and in stn oralcohfident ing reports

-.

in public sitRAti or9 'taking
thi:s course? ,t

, .

. ,

14. To Wh extent do.'you now feel coMfor-
table arid confidInt. in making' arI4.-

reports in plIbiic ''situations ?

15. To what extent .do you think you had
the' abilities to make oral reports in
,public situations before taking this
course?

16. To what extent do you now have the
-0abilities to make oral 'reports in
public situations?

2

r

II

*4.

ot

Very
. r, large

extent
---.I'- 4.

.. I

1 2
, .

.ir

1 2

3

3

3

3

4

, 4

4

4

Very
-little
extent.

7-

5L

5

5

9'

S

r

,

a

4
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